
Resource Pack



See the story!

www.youtube.com/watch?v=ocnRQi89nK8


Handa puts seven delicious fruits in a basket to take to her
friend, Akeyo. But as she walks, carrying the basket on her
head, various creatures steal her fruits. A monkey takes the
banana, an ostrich the guava, a zebra the orange, an elephant
the mango, a giraffe the pineapple, an antelope the avocado,
and a parrot the passion fruit. Handa walks on, wondering
which of the fruits her friend will like best, oblivious to the fact
that her basket is now empty. But then, behind her, a goat
charges into a tangerine tree and fills Handa's basket with fruit.
Handa arrives at her friend's village and greets her friend. She
lifts off her basket and is surprised! Akeyo is delighted because
tangerines are her favorite fruit! 

Story Summary



        Zebra                  Monkey                  Goat                    Antelope              Giraffe              Elephant

       Ostrich                  Parrot            Passion Fruit      Tangerine            Pineapple              Orange

       Banana                 Mango                  Avocado               Guava                    Fruits              Basket

Vocabulary



Handa's Journey
Cut out the animals and fruit and glue

them in the story's order along the path

goat elephant giraffe antelope
passionfruit orange guava mango

monkey
pineapple

parrot

banana

ostrich
avocado

zebra
tangerine

Handa's village

Akeyo's village



elephant

parrot giraffeelephant

giraffeparrot

Flashcards / Memory Cards



monkey

antelopeostrichmonkey

antelopeostrich

Flashcards / Memory Cards



zebra

banana

goat

goat

banana

zebra

Flashcards / Memory Cards



mango pineapple tangerine

tangerinepineapplemango

Flashcards / Memory Cards



guava passion fruit

passion fruit

avocado

avocadoguava

Flashcards / Memory Cards



Handa's Surprise: Comprehension

How many fruits did Handa put in her basket?
______________________________________
Where was Handa going?
______________________________________
What colour dress was Handa wearing?
______________________________________
How did Handa carry her basket?
______________________________________
Do you see people in your country carrying baskets
this way?
______________________________________
What did the giraffe take?
______________________________________
Who took the guava?
______________________________________
At the end, who was more surprised?
______________________________________

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Draw Handa carrying her basket of fruit
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elephant

Storyboard Cards

Write the name of the character below its picture. 

Cut out the cards and glue them in the order of the story on the following page.



Handa's surprise storyboard



Play a Game: Handa's Surprise
Cut out the pieces below or have the students draw their own. 

Cut out the dice (or use your own!) 

Roll the dice. Move the pieces the number of squares  indicated. 

If you land on an animal square, collect one fruit. 

When the first person finishes, count how many pieces of fruit

each has. Whoever has the most is the winner! 



START

finish

Take 1 Fruit!

Take 1 Fruit!
Take 1 Fruit!

Take 1 fruit!

Take 1 Fruit! Take 1 Fruit!
Take 1 Fruit!

Take 1 Fruit!

Trip on a rock!
Miss 1 turn.

Climb a
tree!

Miss 1
turn.




